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Appreciations

The students of the Concord Middle School would like to sincerely thank the Foreign Language teachers for their diligence in helping us to speak French, Spanish, and Chinese. They have taught us an invaluable skill that will surely help us throughout our years. THANKS!!
Ms. Cyr

Whenever Ms. Cyr walks down the hall, she is surrounded by a group of kids begging to talk to her. This is due to the fact that she is friendly, thoughtful, and a good listener. Whether they really have a problem, or just feel like chatting, Sanborn students head to the Guidance office. Not only does Ms. Cyr work all day with students, she also helps out with after-school sports. She coaches Girls Soccer and Softball, and organizes Boys Intramural Basketball. During the Winter months, she is the Basketball game Supervisor. After a busy day of counseling and coaching, Ms. Cyr starts the long drive home. For fourteen years, she has been driving to CMS from Manchester, NH. A friend, a mentor, and a coach, Ms. Cyr is loved by students and staff alike. For all these reasons, she definitely deserves this yearbook dedication.

Mrs. Moss

There are some people that you remember for the rest of your life. People that impacted the way you live. People that were always kind and forgiving. Mrs. Moss is one of those people. As the CMS class of 2008 came into the middle school, we were dazed and confused by the transition from elementary school. Those of us who were lucky enough to have Mrs. Moss as a teacher resolved this dilemma quickly. She was always there to help us and answer our questions. This helped us become accustomed to the middle school. On top of that, she has been doing this at CMS for 17 years. To many of us, she became more than a teacher, she became a trusted friend. However, her illustrious career almost didn't happen. Before she began it, she really didn't want to teach. After being a substitute teacher in California, she began to like it. Because of this, we are grateful to the California teachers for being absent. In her words, "It's been one of the best decisions I've ever made." We certainly think so as well! Mrs. Moss hopes that her students remember that she was good and kind, which we definitely do. For this reason, we dedicate this yearbook to her. Thanks Mrs. Moss!
Administration

Lynne Beattie
Assistant Principal

Kate Bell
School Nurse

Mary Jenkinson
School Nurse

Cindy Larsen
Office Secretary

Kerri Martinez
Guidance Secretary

Brigid Menzi
Executive Secretary

Vanessa Moran
Admin. Secretary

Mary Jo Scheid
Guidance Secretary

Arthur Unobsky
Principal
Warm Welcomes

Welcome, welcome to CMS,
We hope you've found that we are the best.

You've made CMS really fun,
Which has made a difference to everyone

It is so great having all of you here
We look forward to seeing you again next year.
Candids Around the Middle School
6th, 7th, and 8th Grades
Class of 2014

Ms. Stanley - Peabody

Ms. Shea - Sanborn
Class of 2014

Ms. Penniston - Peabody

Mr. Sykes-McLaughlin
Sanborn
Class of 2014

Ms. Moss - Peabody

Ms. Regis - Sanborn
Class of 2014

Ms. Sira - Peabody  Ms. Kaiter - Sanborn
Class of 2014
Class of 2014
Lili Wallis  Michael Wang  Ethan Webb  Aysley Wedge  Sarah Welch  Christian Wesley-Teixeira  Hayley Wesolowski

Molly Whitman  Charles Wilkerson Jr.  Delaney Williams  Isabelle Williams  Sonia Williams  Alexander Windmiller  Allison Wong

Kyle Woodson  Aubrae Wright  Isaac Xia  Stephanie Yang  Amelia Zhang  Sage Ziernba

Class of 2014
**Best Homework Excuses**

* I tried to divide by zero and my paper burst into flames. *

* I lost it fighting this kid who said you weren’t the best teacher in school. *

* I could only get arbitrarily close to my textbook. I couldn’t actually reach it. *

* My older sister couldn’t find your homework from last year. *

* I have a solar-powered calculator and it was cloudy. *

* I didn’t want to make the other kids look bad. *

* I made a paper airplane out of it, but it got hijacked. *

* My mom took it to have it framed. *

* My agent won’t let me publish my homework until the movie deal is finished. *

* I didn’t do my history homework because I don’t believe in dwelling in the past. *
Teacher Guess Who

Try to match the pictures of the teachers that we all love so much to the pictures of them when they were even cuter!

A.) B.) C.)

D.) E.) F.)

G.) H.) I.)


If I Could Add A Class

- Naptime
- Guitar Lessons
- Fashion Design
- Cartooning
- Candy Making
- Video Game Creation
- Black and White Photography and picture development
- Theater
- International Cooking
- Architecture/Interior Designing
- Sports:
  - Flag Football
  - Floor Hockey
  - Lacrosse
- Paintball Lessons
- Jewelry Design
myspace vs. facebook
15%  85%

Bob Saget vs. Dane Cook
31%  69%

snowboarding vs. skiing

Adidas vs. Ugg
60%  40%

Hannah Montana vs. Jonas Brothers
49%  51%

Spandex vs. Skinny Jeans
36%  64%

Jasminesola vs. Victoria’s Secret
23%  77%

Long hair vs. Short hair
73%  27%

twincrome vs. american eagle

Grey’s Anatomy vs. The Office
25%  75%

Sorrento’s vs. New York Pizza
80%  20%
- Van's vs. DC's: 59% vs. 41%
- M&M's vs. Skittles: 45% vs. 55%
- Private schools vs. Public schools: 9% vs. 91%
- Flavor of Love vs. Rock of Love: 27% vs. 73%
- Dunkin Donuts vs. Starbucks: 58% vs. 42%
- Cell Phones vs. iPods: 39% vs. 61%
- Guitar Hero vs. DDR: 60% vs. 40%
- Soccer vs. Baseball: 54% vs. 46%
- Winter vs. Summer: 19% vs. 81%
- Pepsi vs. Coke: 22% vs. 78%
- Burger King vs. McDonald's: 45% vs. 55%
- Playstation 3 vs. Xbox 360: 27% vs. 73%
- Football vs. Basketball: 63% vs. 37%
- Bedford Farms vs. Kimball's: 58% vs. 42%
40 Man Roster
1. Tim Wakefield
2. Jason Veritek
3. Manny Ramirez
4. Mike Timlin
5. David Ortiz
6. Curt Schilling
7. Kevin Youkilis
8. Manny Delcarmen
9. Alex Cora
10. Craig Hanson
11. Jonathon Papelbon
12. Edgar Martinez
13. Jon Lester
14. Brandon Moss
15. David Pauley
16. Josh Beckett
17. Mike Lowell
18. Julian Tavarez
19. Coco Crisp
20. Doug Mirabelli
21. Javier Lopez
22. Kyle Snyder
23. Craig Breslow
24. Dustin Pedroia
25. George Kottaras
26. Devern Handsack
27. Kyle Jackson
28. Hideki Okajima
29. Julio Lugo
30. Daisuke Matsuzaka
31. JD Drew
32. Jacoby Ellsbury
33. Clay Buchholz
34. Bryan Corey
35. Dusty Brown
36. Chris Carter
37. Argenis Diaz
38. Eric Hinske
39. Brendan Donnelly
40. Bobby Kielty
7th Grade Barbeque Dance
Class of 2013

Mr. Beers - Peabody

Mr. Cellucci - Sanborn
Class of 2013

Ms. Harmon - Peabody

Ms. Benoit - Sanborn
Brendan Finigan
Margaret Fisher
Claire Fitch
Javier Flores
Otis Francis
Autumn Fuller

Alison Furneaux
Miranda Gaehde
Soleina Garcia
Meghan Garvey
Nicholas Given
Philippa Gonatas

Brianna Gonsalves
Ariel Goos
Danielle Gordon
Annie Grant
Tatiana Grava
Nicholas Gravel

Zoe Gregoric
Lea Guertin
Jacob Gutwillig
Sage Hahn
Michaela Haller
Benjamin Haney

Brendan Harrington
Megan Healy
Aisling Hegarty
Aaron Herman
Cole Heywood
Christopher Hickling

Zoe Hochstein-Morr
Madeline Holmes

Class of 2013

Ms. Newhall - Peabody
Ms. Pfaffenbach
Sanborn
Class of 2013

Ms. Wong - Peabody

Mr. Shancady - Sanborn
James Mazzola
Shane McCloskey
Nicholas McCormack
Conor McCourt
Brian McGonagle
Christopher McKinney

Katherine McNally
Claire Megan
Elise Meltaus
Philip Mitchell
Acadia Moeyersoms
Maureen Moniz

Audrianna Monteiro
Audrey Ng
Gabrielle Nguyen Hurst
Cray Novick
Patrick O'Brien
William O'Brien

Stephanie O'Neil
Sukyoung Oh
Thomas Pacelle
Rose Paleologos
James Palmer
Jasmin Pimentel

Nikita Rajgopal
Julia Reynolds
Brian Rich
Britney Roberts
Sebastiaan Rodriguez
Hannah Ryde

Danielle Scichilone
Lila Sello

CLASS OF 2013
CLASS OF 2013

Jean-Guy Shapiro
Colin Smith
Thomas Street
Jack Struck
Alexander Sugarman
Elijah Swanson

Benjamin Talbot
Chelsea Tenan
Kate Thornburg
Kaylin Two Feathers
James Vahey
Jelle van der Hilst

Marijke van der Hilst
Sam Venti
Clara Vierstra
Nicole Voyseyest
Jessica Vultaggio
Jamie Wallen

Shirley Wang
Oliver Ward
Brianna West
Kevin Wholihan
Hannah Wilson
Michael Wipper

Kate Wyeth
Margaret Yamin
Stephen Yen
Siena Yerby
Elizabeth Zong
Rachel Zhu

Jordan Zirkel
Teachers In Their Past Lives

Mr. Shattuck - Monk
Ms. Shea - Radio disc-jockey
Mme. Welburn - Victorian princess
Ms. Deming - Women's suffragist
Ms. Cunningham - Famous singer
Mrs. F-D - Adventurer
Mme. Keating - Elizabeth Bennet
Ms. Kivi - Artist
Mr. Brody - Salamander
Mrs. R-D - La Reina Isabel
Mr. Furtado - Pilot
7th-8th Grade Halloween Dance
7th-8th Grade Spring Dance
CLASS OF 2012
CLASS OF 2012
**Prophecies**

**Business Major...**

**Peabody**

James Abbott-Motorcyclist  
Stefanie Allen-Chef  
Reid Anderson-The Next Tom Brady  
Elaina Bade-Vet  
Paige Barrett-Super model  
Sam Barrett-Clown  
Sally Bohrer-Ballerina  
Zach Bokhour-Camp Counselor  
Andy Bromberg-Einstein  
Abby Bruins-Pitcher for Red Sox  
Wyatt Burns-President of USA  
Isaac Cadwell-Guitarist  
Caroline Campbell-Sprinter  
Mitchell Cannon-THE MAN  
Trevor Castrichini-Adidas foot model  
Peter Cavanagh-Mr. Crowley Jr.  
Max Close-Funny Hairstylist  
Benji Collison-Country Western singer  
Jabarri Coy-Gooding-Patriots owner  
Janina Cupp-Runway model of Ruehl  
Diana DeMuth-News reporter  
Stephanie Denoyer-Teacher  
Kaitie Doherty-Little Red Riding Hood  
Caroline Donelan-Soccer mom  
Janiece Dottin-Broadway Star  
Madison Douglas-Astronaut  
Patrick Dunk-Dunkin Donuts employee  
Thomas Earle-Ruler of the Free World  
Christina Erne-Nurse  
Jennifer Fioretti-Waitress  
Cody Fitzgerald-Blades of Glory  
Alex Fuchs-Republican President  
Andrei Garthoff-Willy Wonka  
Sophie Gechijian-Boston Symphony Orchestra player  
Francesca Gentile-Dance Teacher  
Sam Ghazey-Ninja turtle  
Sam Goggin-Revolution player  
Tom Goulet-Stand up comedian  
Hartley Greenwald-Baseball player  
Eric Grove-Pro Skateboarder  
Alice Henry-Spice Girl  
Amelia Henry-Basketball coach  
Dylan Hentchel-Break dancer  
Henry Holm-Gold miner  
Susan Huyett-Pro tennis player  
Mary Catherine Jesse-Lacoste model  
Kieran Kaiter-Snyder-Chicken  
Nat Kelly-Bus Driver  
Tyler Kimble-Ice Cream Man  
Maddy King-Queen of Wales  
Tom Kleyn-Competitive guy  
Sam Liebich-Paleontologist  
Kendra Lisenby-Rapper  
Jonah Loy-Voet  
Joey Luckner-Magician  
Ola Madamidola-Cheerleader  
Sophie McArthur-Politics person  
Hallie McBride-Horseback Rider  
Meghan McGillin-Fashion Designer  
In London  
Matt Merlino-Pizza man  
Dan Metcalfe-Sweatshirt model  
Josh Moser-Owner of skateboard shop  
Eliza Noyes-Hockey player  
Sam Patterson-Cafeteria worker  
Mary Pettingell-Mrs. Nick Jonas  
Caitlene Pina-Chocolate model  
Kyle Price-New Mr. Lang  
Max Rubinstein-Perfectionist  
Nick Ruhmann-Waiter  
Amanda Sanderson-Hair stylist  
Tyler Sheffield-Undercover spy  
Emmie Siebert-Skydive  
Jacob Solomon-BK king  
Elizabeth Prior-Smartest Person EVAH!  
Charlotte Rankin-Higgins-Children's books author  
Kyryl Reptusenko-Abercrombie manager  
Jazzy Rhoulac-Basketball pro  
Gabe Spivey-Personal trainer  
Maggy St. Jean-Candy store owner  
Caitie Standish-Lacrosse player  
Haley Stowell-Crossing guard  
Teddy Terpstra-CEO  
Jacob Tilles-Barber  
Paul Titchener-Gardener  
Andrew Trudeau-Stunt double  
Alice Vejns-The Next Coco Chanel  
Gabby Verano-Bakery owner  
Emily Waters-Talk show host  
Vinny Wnukowski-Athletic trainer  
Josh Zirkel-The Entertainer
PROPHECIES

...OR HOLLYWOOD STAR?

SANBORN

Charlie Abend-John Travolta
Casey Adams-Rodent control
Shanna Ames-Superwoman
Ethan Atwood-Soccer star
Adele Aziz-Musical Director
Helin Azizo glu-Pianist
Annie Bannon-Ski lift operator
Ryan Benn-Football player
Clara Berger-Burger-turner
Alyssa Boisvert-Next J.K.
Rowling
Will Bradford-Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle
G Buonomo-Guitarist
Leigh Canepa-Lion Trainer
Jill Carlton-Dog trainer
Jesse Castelline-Disney Princess
Ela Castillo-Kindergarten Teacher
Mary Jeanne Chappell-Jonas
Brothers Manager
Rowland Chen-Dinosaur
Emily Chen-College math professor
Ella Ciuffetti-Editor of Guinness Book of World Records
Jessica Clark-Poet
Peter Craft-Trekkie
Michael Cuomo-Super cheese
Kevin Deleyeh-Spanish teacher
Katie Driscoll-Bend and flex Barbie
Matt Driscoll-Electric Guitarist
Lilly Duffield-Model
Kara Fadden-Own line of workout videos
Kelly Fadden-Hannah Montana #1 Fan
Jackson Finigan-D.A.R.E. officer
Sophie Fisher-Mrs. Joe Jonas
Olive Francis-Jelly Belly man
Alexander Frankiewicz-Ballroom dancer
Jessica Freedman-United Nations Delegate

Anna Glasberg-French Teacher
Olivia Gomez-Broadway Actress
Lily Gordon-Lawyer
Doug Gouchoe-Superman
Mark Grande-Potter
Rachel Grande-Horseback rider
Tom Gregory-Basketball coach
Anna Gross-Accountant
John Guerra-Cartoonist
Lucas Hale-Movie star
Dylan Hardacker-Sweatshirt Designer
Sam Hawks-Opera Singer
Kate Holm-Artist
Sam Howes-SNL actor
Will Hutchinson-Ronald
McDonald
Noah Katz-Politician
Hannah Kilcoyne-Architect
Chloe Kirkwook-Museum tour guide
Elise Krims-Teen Magazine model of the year
Andrew Krupa-Comedian
Chloe Lizotte-Wizard
Elizabeth Ma-Rockstar
Lawrence Ma-Tether ball champ
Mohammad Maddahi-Mad Scientist
Tiana Marroquin Garcia-Pro movie screamer
Rachel Mazur-Makeup artist
Carly McCarthy-Owner of UGG
Olivia Meyerson-News Anchor
Jack Michaud-Gym teacher
Ainsley Morgan-Choreographer
Josie Morrison-Dunkin Donuts employee
Ryan Moya-Gymnast
Subha Nath-Mermaid

Kippy Nichols-Volleyball player
Kate Niven-NASCAR Driver
Karolyn Nyholm-Anime artist
Sean O'Brien-Bus driver
Erick Oliveira-Boxer
Wesley Palmer-Movie Producer
Yasmine Raddassi-Librarian
Daphna Raz-Pediatrician
Alyson Rose-Plastic Surgeon
Tyler Rost-Mr. Shattuck
Jacky Saideh-Hockey coach
Alex Saleh-Oprah
JB Sample-Chocolate taster
Gabe Schulman-Lunch Lady
Meredith Seiss-Poet
Austin Sheppard-CEO of IBM
Kristin Shinney-Chorus Teacher
Evan Sibley-Fisherman
Any Slovenkai-Hotel Manager
Conner Spach-Skinny jean model
Marianne Staknis-Translator
Catherine Tan-Ninja
Daniel Tchen-Travel agent
Ian Thompson-Crossing Guard
Kate Tries�han-Member of Olympic riding team
Cerrin Wallace-Janitor
Joy Wang-Einsteinette
Jordan Webster-Green pen salesman
Calvin Wight-Indoor soccer player
Bryan Wilson-Hair Stylist
Colin Wilson-Spelling Bee Announcer
Westley Wilson-Game show host
Keisha Wheaton-Green-Fashion designer
Rachel Yamron- Glitter galaxy diva star
Eighth Graders - Houses 3 & 6
8th Grade Valentine's Dance
8th Grade

Peabody
Mr. Crowley
Math
Ms. Paladino
Science

Sanborn
Mr. Stern
Math
Ms. Rodriguez-Digon
Spanish

Homerooms
8th Grade Homerooms

Ms. Morran
English

Ms. Oelkers
English

Mr. Murphy
Social Studies

Mr. Robbins
Social Studies
Funny Bumper Stickers

I want to die in my sleep like my grandfather... not screaming and yelling like the passengers in his car.

If at first you don’t succeed... blame someone else and seek counseling.

If you can read this I lost my trailer.

I used to have a handle on life, but it broke.

64% of people are bad at math. Honk if you think you are one of the 46% that isn’t

Four out of three people have trouble with fractions.

I'm schizophrenic and so am I.

This vehicle protected by anti-theft sticker.

Cover me, I'm changing lanes.

We have enough youth, how about a fountain of smart.
Remember when PEABODY

~ Mr. Murphy said “What does Ghetto mean?” ~ Sophie G. got the nickname “Gretch” ~ Kieran proposed to Mrs. Sira, and then Wyatt asked “Will you marry me?” and she said “Sorry I am taken.” ~ Mary had blond moments and one liners ~ Dan M. said “I didn’t rush, I just cheated.” ~ Diana D. and Josh M. had an arm wrestling fight ~ Janiece D. almost caught on fire in science ~ Kaitlin D. said “I can’t sit next to Kyle I will get germs.” ~ Mr. Crowley wore two different shoes ~ Francesca G. dressed up for Valentines Day ~ Ben C. went ghetto on Caiti P. in a dance off ~ Andrei G. always gave out candy ~ Joey L. wore white Elvis pants ~ Eric G. got a fowhawk ~ Thomas G. dressed up as a pencil ~ Alex F. said he was a Republican ~ Hartley G. won every soccer game ~ Max C. sang songs in math ~ Alice H. was a ninja in science with Kyle P. ~ Madison D. asked a question Mr. Murphy couldn’t even answer ~ Amelia H. got the coolest Rihanna haircut ~ Rebecca R. came to Peabody ~ Emily W. was a credit card for halloween ~ Gabby V. fell in the lunchroom ~ Vinny W. always loved gym ~ Josh Z. came to Peabody ~ Elaina B. got ‘picked on’ by Mr. Murphy ~ Sam P. and his bag ~ Jazzy R. brought the best lunches ~ Alice V. wore shorts in the winter ~ We did Easy Maze at Yearbook ~ Mrs. P gave the 7th grade study Pepsi ~ Kendra L. rapped in science ~ We went to Washington, New York, Montreal, and Merrowvista ~ Andrew T and Max C. danced in Spanish ~
REMEMBER WHEN... GARRET B. ASKED IF "THE HOKEY POKEY IS REALLY WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT" AND "WHERE'S WALDO," IN 6TH GRADE ENGLISH WITH MS. WORTH. MS. WELBURN ADMITTED THAT SHE HAD A LEVEL 37 NIGHT ELF ROGUE. EVAN S. AND PETER C. TRIPPED IN THE BEGINNING OF A CROSS COUNTRY MEET. JORDAN W. SHOVED A MATTRESS AND A SLEEPING BAG INTO A BATHROOM FULL OF PEE AT MERROWVISTA. ALL THE CHINA KIDS CRIED WHEN THEIR CHINESE EXCHANGE STUDENTS LEFT. THE FRENCH CLASS STARTED SMOKING. ROWLAND C. KICKED THE LUNCH TABLE DOWN IN 7TH GRADE. CHARLIE A. LOCKED HIS GROUP OUT OF THEIR DORM ROOM ON THE NEW YORK TRIP. AUSTIN S. GOT TRAMPLED UNDER FOOT OF THE ENTIRE EIGHTH GRADE AFTER LUNCH. NONE OF MS. WELBURN'S CLASSES COULD FILM EFFICIENTLY. RYAN M. MESSED UP AT THE BEGINNING OF FUNKY TOWN IN 6TH GRADE. ALEXANDER F. SANG "PIKACHU THUNDERBLAST" IN HOMEROOM. SOLI (ORCHESTRA)! TYLER R. JUMPED OFF THE STAIRS GOING DOWN TO THE GYM. MR. WENSTROM TOLD US HOW HE HATED AND BARELY KNEW ANYTHING ABOUT ALCOHOL EXCEPT FOR LAGERS AND STOUTS. SAXAPWNS, TRUMPWNS, FANFARE AND JUBULATIONWNS, CHRSITOWNS AGUEleroWNS BARITOWN. KEVIN D. WAS ACTING AND MISSED HIS CHAIR. JESSICA F. BROUGHT IN "SPANISH CHEESE PUFS" IN 6TH GRADE SPANISH CLASS. MR. ROBBINS TOLD US "TO THINK LIKE HITLER." AN ENTIRE CLASS GOT AFTERSCHOOL DETENTION WITH MR. SHATTUCK SO THAT THEY COULD LEARN HOW TO LISTEN. ANNIE B. HIT HANNA K. WITH A BADMINTON RACKET AND SENT HER TO THE EMERGENCY ROOM. JACK M. AND CALVIN W. BEAT OLIVIA M. AT MATH. DOUG G. AND LUCAS H. NAMED MADAME WELBURN "COURTNEY CAKES" IN FRENCH. JESSIE C. ASKED IF YOU GOT ALCOHOL IN AN OPEN WOUND, WOULD YOU TEST OUT POSITIVE ON THE BREATHALYZER IN 7TH GRADE. MR. CELLucci WOULD SAY FIVE MORE MINUTES AND FREAK LEIGH ANN C. OUT. LAWRENCE M. WOULDN'T STOP EATING OUT OF THE TRASH CAN. TYLER R. BASE JUMPED OFF THE STAIRS DOWN TO THE GYM DURING STAGE BAND. IAN T. AND COLIN W. WOULD DESTROY MRS. DAVILA'S CLASS DURING HOMEROOM PLAYING TAG. BRYAN W. GOT A 96 ON A SPANISH TEST. MIKE C. GOT A CONCUSSION. OLIVE F. WALKED INTO A WALL. KEISHA ACTUALLY MADE IT TO HOMEROOM.
Student-Teacher
Look-A-Likes

Catherine Tan  Ms. Anderson  Daphna Raz  Ms. Sira
Thomas Earle  Mr. Dalicandro  Janina Cupp  Ms. Anderson
Sally Bohrer  Ms. Welburn  John Guerra  Mr. Brody
Kristin Shinney  Ms. Broderick  Noah Katz  Mr. Beers
Most Broken Rules

No bus passes

Spaghetti straps

cell phone use

LATE TO HOMEROOM

Gum Chewing

Wearing too short shorts/skirts

Bus Conduct

Wearing Hats

Cutting across the loading dock
Mr. Wenstrom– "Don't do drugs, drugs are bad, drugs will ruin your life..." (said in high singsong voice)

Quotes

Mr. Crowley– "Homework out going over it with your partner."

Mr. Stern– "Turnover, preferably apple."

"Somebody anybody! Anybody, somebody!"

Ms. Aldrich– "Petunias!"

Ms. Durvasula– "I am the center of the universe!"

Mr. Shattuck– "I'm blind and I'm deaf... do whatever you want."

Ms. Peskin– "Okay?"

Ms. Welburn– "Hey! Pas de chewing!"

Mr. Cellucci– "Hot coffee comin' through, hot coffee!" "POOP"

Mrs. Welburn– "Okay, so here's the story..."

Ms. Morran– "You know how teachers say that there's no such thing as a stupid question? Well there is and you just asked one."

Ms. Shea– "I need all eyes on me!"

Mr. Shancady– "Bueno!"

Mr. Murphy– "What does ghetto mean?"

Ms. Penniston– "I'm a princess!"

"Where's my Pepsi?"
Wacky Words!

defenestrate - to throw out of a window
xylosma - Small tree or shrub
Osculate - To kiss
Wimple - A head covering from medieval times
Shilly Shally - To dawdle
Foodie - A person interested in the latest food fads
Guffaw - To laugh in loud burst
Hoodoo - Something that causes bad luck
Pompous - full of pomp; magnificent
Logorrhea - Diarrhea from the mouth (Compulsive Talkativeness)

Bilbo - A long iron bar with shackles

SHANGHAI - To kidnap and force to work as a pirate
Would You Rather...

Have no reflection in mirrors *OR* never show up in photographs?

Be able to breathe underwater *OR* be able to breathe in space?

Be confined to your room for one year *OR* go wherever you want but always have to wear a giraffe costume?

Live with your parents for the rest of your life *OR* be handcuffed to someone you dislike for a month?

Sleep each night for one month on a hammock hung 50 feet above the ground *OR* sleep each night for one month on an inflated pool mattress floating in a pond of piranha fish?

Have to wear scuba flippers during all waking hours for a month *OR* have to wear a huge, festive sombrero and carry a large trumpet with you everywhere for a month?

Get stuck in an elevator for two hours *OR* get stuck in an airport for seven hours?

Chew like a cow *OR* laugh like a goat?

Special Thanks to: Zobmondo!! Would You Rather...?™ for a select few of these.
Silly Obsessions

Chewing Pencils

Tapping Shoulders on Opposite Side

Taking Shoes off in Class

Looking at One Kid and Calling on Another

Percussion on the Table

Leaning Back on Chair

Writing on Binders

Chuck Norris Jokes

Izzes

Hannah Montana

Saying “like”

Talking about Video Games

Smencils
Ola M. and Jonah L. stop reading * Andy B. isn't smart * James A. doesn't skateboard * Susan H. and Katie D. don't talk about horses * Caitie P. don't love chocolate * Dan M. is tall * Amanda S.' hair stays the same for 2 weeks * Janiece D. doesn't say 'Ghetto' * Paul T. wears jeans * Vinny W. isn't competitive * Benji C. stops smelling people * Andrei G. stops giving out candy * Mr. Crowley and Mr. Murphy stop fighting * Tom E. is taller than Sam and Paige B. * Zach B. doesn't have awesome hair * Emily W. loses her strut * Sam Gh. isn't crazy * Joey L. doesn't wear skinny jeans * Isaac C-L. and Tom K. aren't friends * Dylan H. isn't loud * Mr. Murphy doesn't make fun of Jenny F. * Mary P. isn't obsessed with the Jonas Brothers * Christina E. loves the number 26 * Peter C. isn't an awesome indoor soccer goalie * Trevor C. is bad at basketball * Kyle P. keeps his apples down there * Mitchell C. hates seltzer-milk concoctions * Jacob S.' shoes stay on in gym * Anyone can see Max R.'s feet when he's running * Tyler S. doesn't play dodgeball with Dylan H. and Teddy T. at lunch * Henry H. plays indoor soccer * Matt M. and Mitchell C. don't joke around in English * None of Tyler K.'s bones are broken * Jacob T. doesn't follow people around * Elizabeth P. has all of her highlighters * Andrew T., Eliza N., and Charlotte R-H don't talk in Social Studies * Caitie S. doesn't play lacrosse * Haley S. doesn't wear a sweatshirt * Reid doesn't have M&M&M&M&M&MMs * Abby B. doesn't wear a jersey * Caroline C. and Sam Go. are slow * Jabari C-G. doesn't dance during class * MC J. doesn't wear Uggs * Kieran K-S doesn't fight with Ms. Morran in English * Sam L. is a bad swimmer * Nat K. has slow reflexes * Gabe S. is bad at tetherball * Maggie S-J. doesn't love clothes * Caroline D. isn't outgoing * Maddy K. doesn't play tennis * Kendra L. wears a turtleneck * Hallie M isn't preppy * Kyryl R. doesn't smell good * Sophie M. is outgoing * Stefanie A. loses her attitude * Dunk goes by Patrick *
That'll Be The Day When...

Shanna A. wears orange- Kate H. and Mark G. aren't good at drawing- Peter C, Chloe K, Andrew K, Will H, and Catherine T. aren't obsessed with Star Trek- Connor S. wears regular jeans- Currin W. has a bad hair day- Mary Jeanne C, Kelly F, Kara F. and Sophie F. don't love the Jonas Brothers- Lily D. is sad- Annie B. isn't good at skiing and soccer- Rachel M. doesn't wear blue mascara- Alex S. stops pulling pranks on her friends- Dylan H. and Charlie A. bring their calculators to Math- Hannah K. isn't hyper- Tiana MG. doesn't scream about her hair- Sam Howes goes platinum blonde- Alison R. doesn't dance- Jackson F. keeps his shoes on during class- Ethan A. is taller than Jack M.- Adele A. and Olivia G. don't do the musicals- Ainsley M. is in homeroom- Marianne S. isn't obsessed with Garfield- Jill C. isn't 'just kidding'- Kara F. isn't energetic- Yasmine R. isn't competitive- Daniel T. and Westley W. don't play soccer- William B. isn't good at math- Tom G. can fit under a desk during a lockdown- Joy W. isn't a super smart math student- Matt D. isn't fast in P.E.- Kate T. and Rachel G. don't like horses- Rowland C. wears a Red Sox hat- Helin A. misspells a word- Doug G. and Gabe S. go to French class- Chloe L. bombs a test- Lily G. doesn't wear Ralph Lauren- Carly M. doesn't play softball- Ela Castillo doesn't say 'Happy Birthday' during attendance- Kippy N. and Kate N. aren't friends- Alyssa B. and Michael C. stop smiling- Jackie S. and Rachel Y. don't play hockey- Erick O. isn't wearing a t-shirt- Meredith S. isn't holding a purse- Ella Ciuffetti goes by Ellen- Elise K. doesn't wear jeans- Mohammad M. isn't good at science- Karolyn N. shrinks- Casey A. pays attention in Spanish class- Lucas H. can't raise one eyebrow- Alexander F. doesn't turn red when he laughs- Kevin D. isn't called 'Jack' by Mrs. Rodriguez- Anna Gross is emo- Ryan B. and Elizabeth M. is loud- Daphna R. wears her hair down- Giancarlo B. uses his full name- Anna Glasberg and Jessica Clark don't do Taekwon do- Wesley P. can't work a computer- Clara B. is timid.

We Forget CMS!
Hot or Not

HOT

~ Polka Dots
~ Jonas Brothers
~ Snowboarding
~ iPods
~ Uggs
~ SNL Dances
~ DDR
~ Washington trip
~ Vacations
~ Juicy Couture
~ Abercrombie
~ Hollister
~ Sleeping in late
~ Ruehl
~ iPhones
~ Footsie pjs
~ School food
~ F's
~ Mullets
~ HW
~ Ronald Mc Donald
~ Nose Picking
~ Crocs
~ Head gear
~ Barney
~ Getting Sick
~ Hannah Montana
~ Chuck Norris
~ Goatee
~ Sweater Vests
"Finally, now I can take a small break"

"The truth is out, just call me Batgirl"

"Hey, where did the ping-pong ball go"?

"Tell me again, why do they call this an Activboard, when I do all of the work"?

"What do you mean they don't match?"

"I bought a birthday present for Mr. Unobskey"!
Eighth Graders
2007-2008 CMS SPORTS TEAMS

Boys Soccer  Girls Soccer  Field Hockey

Cross Country  Football  Boys Basketball

Girls Basketball  Girls Softball  Boys Baseball
Band and Orchestra
2007-2008 CMS CLUBS

Model UN

Student Leadership

Debate

Newspaper

MathCounts
YEARBOOK COMMITTEE

Shanna Ames
Helin Azizoglu
Elaina Bade
Gabriella Castillo
Mary Jeanne Chappell
Kara Fadden

Kelly Fadden
Olive Francis
Sophie Gechijian
Sam Goggin
Anna Gross
Nathaniel Kelly

Madeline King
Chloe Kirkwood
Kendra Lisenby
Chloe Lizotte
Elizabeth Ma
Daniel Metcalfe

Eliza Noyes
Wesley Palmer
Mary Pettingell
Yasmine Raddasi
Daphna Raz
Alex Saleh

Margaret St. Jean
Kate Trieschman
Currin Wallis
Jordan Webster
Keisha Wheaton-Green
Rachel Yarmen

With plenty of students on our Yearbook Committee, we had a stellar year. Thanks to all of the members for their dedication and enthusiasm. Special thanks to our photographers Sophie Gechijian, Currin Wallis, and Anna Gross. Annie Bannon and Andy Bromberg were extremely diligent as Editors this year, and designed both the front and back covers. I know you'll love the book!!

Mr. Stern
Peabody Shout Outs!

Kendra is my pen jumper who does warm downs
I love you!!
Meg and Mary Nick Jonas
Dear Janeice
7:05!
-Mary

Hi Sam
-Tom

Kaitie
I love your guh- rilla face! and we forever love manfriend!
-Gurilla face

Josie, Lily G. and Katie D.,
Playing field hockey with you for 2 years has been so much fun and I hope we're together in high-school!
Love you!
-Christina

Hi Tom
-Sam

Steph is my northface teddy bear whom I hug
I love Elaina
Susan is a SUPER STAR
-Elaina and Meg

Don't sit on the heater!
-Kaitie and Susan

To everyone who made my life the way it is today!
Love,
Christina and Maggie
P.S. we love the world and Alice

Ya this is the new looza ballad, we got drums and synths and electric guitars!
-Paige/Susan

To all my friends, thank you so much for three great years
xoxo
Alice V.
Sanborn Shout Outs!

To you my love friend!!
Kelly (Love friend)

Jumpin’ off the bus
- Olive

Sandra loves you guys!!
... I do too a little bit.
- Rachel Y.

Chile!!
Mantear!!
♥️ U Forever!!
- Lily D.

Fred-
I ♥️ Doves!
And U!
- Bob

Chloe & Chloe-
Iced Coffee!
Gerard! Iero!
Way! 26!
-Mary Jeanne

This is the Adele
and Alyssa Radio
Station! Filming
live from Ms.
Benoits home-
room 06- 07!

Daniel lied
-Kevin

Devil- Ethan

Stanley-
Happy Birthday!

AA, AB, EC,
EC – The
shoe group
lives on!

I ♥️ U and Joe and
SS and ur MASH!
Haha neon orange
Partner 4 life
Love #4, pigeons,
and let them eat
CAKE!
- Olivia G
P.S. AND TOFFEE

Granpa black belt
- Shanna and Alex

Fashion Show
- KD &JF

I love buddy
- Love buddy

Shanna
babe I
♥️ U so
much
- Keisha
8th Grade Tribute

And so we talked all month about the rest of our lives
Where we’re gonna be when we turn 25
I keep thinking times will never change
Keep on thinking things will always be the same
But when we leave this year we won’t be coming back
No more hanging out cause we’re on a different track
And if you got something that you need to say
You better say it right now cause you don’t have another day
Cause we’re moving on and we can’t slow down
These memories are playing like a film without sound
And I keep thinking that it’s not goodbye
Keep on thinking it’s a time to fly
And this is how it feels
As we go on, we remember
All the times we had together
And as our lives change, come whatever
We will still be friends forever.
Will we think about tomorrow like we think about now?
Can we survive it out there?
Can we make it somehow?
I guess I thought that this would never end
And suddenly it’s like we are freshmen
Will the past be a shadow that will always stay
Will these memories fade when I leave the 8th Grade
And I keep thinking that it’s not goodbye
Keep on thinking it’s a time to fly,
As we go on, we remember
All the times we had together
And as our lives change, come whatever
We will still be friends forever.

Original song by Vitamin C